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Report from Paris

by Chrtstine Bierre

Financial Chernobyl ahead?

is one of hysterical denial of the scale

Bad real estate debt heralds a chain of major bankruptcies-but
French politicians are in a state of denial.

of the financial crisis, and hysterical
clinging to small administrative re
forms to try to solve it.
Instead of attacking head-on the
deregulation policies which have led
to massive speculation in finance and
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markets, which refuse any further
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it Foncier relies on the money markets

their mattresses; and the companies,
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most explicit so far is Eric Leser, who,
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Juppe to relaunch the economy are
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aimed at forcing these two sectors to

not to feel totally protected from a fi
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Several other top companies are in

act according to the government's fan

very bad shape due to overextension

tasies. The remuneration on savings

Indeed, unlike former Prime Min
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Some people are even further into
fantasyland. At the recent Davos con
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is, for the first time, in deep water.
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The posture of the government and

would have absorbed all those loans

the majority of the French politicians

Economics

is, according to Barre, just "a natural
breather."
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